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Abstract: Spatial distribution of faults is typically considered as a fractal set. In the present article,
fault patterns maps that were obtained from DEM models, aerial photographs and geological maps
were filtered by using structural geological parameters of the stress ellipsoid and the age of
deformation. From these filtered structural maps, fractal dimension associated with fracture patterns
developed during Miocene and Pliocene-Quaternary was determined for Roudbar area, located in
western Alborz mountainous region in the northwest of Iran. Besides, oriented fractal dimensions were
measured using several transects crossing filtered fault maps. These dimensions, calculated by 1- D
box-counting describes an ellipse on a polar plot with the short axis as the minimum value (D Hmin)
and the long axis as the maximum value (D Hmax) of the fractal dimension measured. From this
analysis, we have defined F- parameter as a function of maximum value, minimum value and vertical
value of fractal dimension. Finally, a triaxial extension was established (F > 1, R>1) from the
relationship between principal axes of stress tensor (σ z , σ Hmax, σ Hmin), principal axes of the ellipse
of the fractal spatial anisotropy, tectonics regime for the ages of  Miocene and Pliocene-Quaternary.
This work shows that the interpreted tectonics regime of the area via F-parameter is not contiguous
with Pliocene-Quaternary tectonics field, but there is a compatibility with Miocene tectonics field. The
reasons can be different lithologies, present anisotropy in rocks (specially sedimentary and
metamorphic rocks), thickness of alluvial coverage in central area covering faults as well as the vast
of study area.
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INTRODUCTION

In order to assess the set of fractures and faults of a region, a map of regional fractures is foremost
required. This map is usually prepared via structural maps made from aerial photographs (Surveying Institute
of Iran) and satellite images (Space institute of Iran), DEM- digital elevation models- and field geological
mapping. Regional fractures have direct relationship with stress regime and geological setting of the various
stress regimes during the geology time of the region. In this work, DEM used for structural assessment was
made according to topographic maps at 1:25000(Surveying Institute of Iran), and merging that given maps for
overlapping the study area (the region of Rudbar geology map in 1:100000 scale) (Nazari, H., R. Salamati,
1998).

The article is mainly aimed at determining the relationship between fractal geometry of spatial faults
distribution and stress field in a region with different lithology. In the region under study, Intrusive
rocks–Tarom  Granodiorit  mass– , alluvial sediments and metamorphic rocks are found) (Nazari, H., R.
Salamati, 1998). For the above purpose, faults and fractures of the region were mapped based on lineament
interpretation of DEMs, field study, aerial photographic interpretation and shaded relief map. The map was then
used in order to describe paleostress field. On the next phase, fractal dimension for fracture map was calculated
using box – counting method. Since spatial faults distribution is controlled by certain tectonics stress regime,
the value of fractal dimension is related to tectonics stress field. Thus, determined fractal dimension was
applied to realize spatial geometric fractal factor (F- parameter).
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Given that fracture pattern is formed by different stress fields, two tectonics events effective in the activity
of the area were realized according to derived field data and the previous study on this area (Allen, et al.,
2003). From these two events, one dated to Miocene age and the second to Pliocene-Quaternary, two dynamic
structural maps were drawn at scale 1:100000. After that, fractal dimension was determined using box-counting
method (Turcotte, D.L., 1992) for the maps. The filtered maps also were used for determining F-parameter.

Geological and Tectonics Setting:
The region under study is 1/100000 geology local map of Roudbar that is located in the northwest of

Iran(Fig 1.a). This region is, in fact, part of western Alborz structural zone in the north of Iran where the
oldest outcropped include metabasite rocks date to Devonian (Nazari, H., R. Salamati, 1998). Late Cimmerian
and Alpine orogeny effective on the rocks include compression and transpression (Allen, et al., 2003).

Geological revolution had been affected by subduction of southern Caspian plate under Alborz and Arabian
plate under Central Iran. (Aganabati, A., 2004)

2.1. Structural Fault Map at Scale 1:100000:
Figure (1.b) and Figure (1.c) show Digital Elevation Model for study area and structural map drawn from

DEMs, aerial photographs and satellite images, respectively. The overall fracture strike orientation is NW-SE
and NE-SW.  This structural map contains over 2000 fractures.

Sahded Relief map of the study area clearly shows faults with NW-SE trend(Fig 1.d).

2.2. Stress Inversion Analysis:
The stress inversion method is applied in order to obtain the Paleostress tensors acting in the region. The

method used in the work was developed by Reches (1987, 1982). The inversion technique is based on Wavier-
Coulomb fault criteria and the Bott equation (Bott, M.P.H., 1959) and the results obtained are the principal
stress axes: σ1,  σ2, σ 3, the friction coefficient and the stress ratio (R΄). The stress ellipsoid is defined as
follows:

        (Eq.1)z x

y x
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Where R ΄ is stress ratio of ellipsoid, σx  represents the minimum horizontal stress value (σHmin), σy is the
maximum horizontal stress value (σHmax) and σz is the vertical stress value (σv).

Overall, 90 structural data were collected from faults planes in the region. From these data and stress
inversion method, two main sets of stress tensors, defined by the orientation of the maximum horizontal stress
value (σHmax) were determined.
1. Family A: σHmax ranged between N 3400 E and N 00 0 E
2. Family B: σHmax  ranged between N 20 0E and N 40 0 E

Chronological relationship between the sets show that families of set A are older than those of set B. Field
observations such as overlapped slickenside on fault planes and fault traces crossed by others have also
supported the idea. Fault groups in both events were differentiated based on three sources:
1. field observation of relative dating 
2. active structures in each stress regime  and 
3. compatible mechanical orientation of faults according to the principal axes of paleostress regime described

(Allen, et al., 2003).

2.3. Dynamic Structural Map at Scale 1:100000:
As mentioned above, fractures interpreted at scale 1:100000 in Roudbar region were activated by Miocene

and Pliocene-Quaternary tectonics events. Fault set compatible with these stress fields were filtered (Fig2).
After filtering, two fracture map were prepared at scale 1:100000.One is Miocene fracture map (Fig 2.a)
consisting of 610 fractures tending N-W; another one is Pliocene-Quaternary structural map including 1721
fractures tending NW-SE, NE-SW, N-S(Fig 2.b).

Each map indicates structures filtered from DEMs, aerial photographs and filed study.
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Fig. 1.a: The study area location in the northwest of Iran has shown with a black rectangle. b) Digital
Elevation Model of Roudbar area c) Structured map of Roudbar area

Fig. 1.d: Shaded relief map of Roudbar area clearly shows faults with NW-SE trend in the upper and lower
part of map.
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Fig. 2.a: Dynamic structural map of lineament at scale1:100000 .610 lineaments activated by Miocene
tectonics event.

3. Fractal Analysis of Dynamic Fault Patterns:
A fractal analysis was conducted on the three structural maps mentioned above (original fracture map,

Miocene and Pliocene-Quaternary map) in order to determine spatial distribution of faults in the area and their
relation with tectonics fields. The fractal box-counting was calculated for the structural map (original and
filtered). Table 1 lists the values obtained by box-counting method. The values for the fractal dimension of
the spatial fracture distribution that the complexity of the original structural map (D = 1.55) is bigger than
those for filtered map (D=1.09) for Miocene and D = 1.39 for Pliocene-Quaternary means that the complete
map includes a greater level of spatial fault distribution than the filtered map, Since the complete map contains
fractures created by two different tectonics events. The result is also compatible with the property of fractal
sets whereby the fractal dimension of the set included within another set is either less or equal to the
embedding set (Hasting, H.M., H. Sugihara, 1993) suggesting that the analysis is robust.
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Fig. 2.b: .Dynamic structural map of lineament at scale1:100000 . 1721lineaments activated by Pliocene-
Quaternary tectonics event.

Table 1: Fractal  box- dimension obtained by box- counting on the total structural map and dynamic filtered fracture map at scale
1:100,000.

Fracture map Fractal dimension D0

Original map of fractures 1.55
Miocene fracture map    1.09
Pliocene- Quaternary map 1.39

Fractal dimension is bigger for Miocene fracture dimension (D= 1.09) and  fractal dimension of
Quaternary fracture pattern(D= 1.39)  shows that Pliocene-Quaternary fracture pattern is more complex than
Miocene fracture pattern.
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Fig. 3: Transects oriented at 120° orientation separated by a specific space has shown as an example of used
method. The lower transect is the addition of all transects that are obtained by recording the
intersections between each transect and fractures for a given orientation.

Fig. 4: Polar plot of the 1-D fractal dimension for fracture maps at scale 1:100,000.Right  and middle ellipses
correspond to Pliocene-Quaternary and Miocene results for filtered maps, respectively. Left ellipse is
correspond to total fractures map. 

Because Quaternary fracture pattern has been recently formed and there are several groups of fracture
reactivated.(Allen, et al., 2003)

On the next stage, a study was done on spatial fractal anisotropy in order to analyze the relationship
between the fractal dimension and the stress tensor regime.

4. Analysis of the Fractal Anisotropy:
The fractal dimension calculated above for the fracture map represents only the maximum fractality of

structural maps. Although each map is covered by the full fractures, maximum fractality orientation can not
be determined by obtained dimension. Since fracture density is heterogeneous along the map and the number
of faults in each box is not constant there is a maximum orientation for fractal dimension. Thus, fractal
dimension of spatial distribution of faults is anisotropic. We used the method adopted by Perez–Lopez et al.
(2005) to determine anisotropy. Following this method, the fractal box-counting over transects across the
structural map was obtained. It shows fracture profiles with a structure similar to a Cantor's Dust (Fig3). An
anisotropy of fractal dimension was measured using Cantor's test and from the profiles in different orientations
(Volland, S., Kruhl, J.H., 2004).Fractal dimension obtained for these transects in all maps show the quantitative
range.

4.1. Methodology to Measure the Anisotropy:
We applied Envi.4.2 software in order to realize fractures transects with profiles in different orientations.

This software helps us to draw profiles oriented in different angles from 00 to 1800. To obtain a more suitable
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coverage of fractures and to prevent the effect of the profile situation on results or the effect of the lack of
mass, several profiles were drawn in specific intervals for each direction. After drawing profiles for 00 to 1800

trends, for the full map and filtered maps and merging the profiles for each specific trend, Cantor's dust was
obtained for all directions with the help of Matlab 7.1 software. Benoit software was also used to realize fractal
dimension. 

Figure (4) shows results achieved from Benoit software calculations. The results are shown on a polar plot.
Polar plot shows an oriented vector where the vector module, fractal dimension and its angle is the transect
orientation. The north is situated at the upper y-axis. These ellipses show the fractal anisotropy of the spatial
fracture distribution into the three fracture maps at 1:100000 scale.

Miocene ellipse shows the maximum horizontal fractal dimension (D Hmax = 0.335) oriented 090° .
Quaternary ellipse indicates the maximum horizontal fractal dimension (D Hmax = 0.244) oriented at 030°. The
full fracture map represents fractal dimension (D Hmax = 0.531) oriented at 090°. Table 2 summarizes the
parameters for all maps. 

Plotting polar graphs of the ellipses and orientation of σHmax  for Miocene (Fig.5) and Quaternary stress
field (Fig5) between σHmax and D Hmax  suggests a relationship. As is derived from the picture, maximum
horizontal fractal dimension (D Hmax) is perpendicular to σHmax  for Miocene. Whereas maximum horizontal
fractal dimension (D Hmax) and σHmax  quite overlap for Quaternary . The result above is different from the result
obtained by Prez-Lopez et al. (2005) in which σHmax   and D Hmax  are always perpendicular. Varied lithologies
can be blamed for this difference.

We need to do a study from three dimensions and to determine fractal ellipsoid. This enables us to figure
out the relationship between 3-D fractal anisotropy and tectonics regime [12]. This will be explained in the
next section. 

5. Fractal Ellipsoid from 3-D Spatial Fracture Distribution:
One way to calculate tectonics stress field is to measure orientation of the principal stress axis, σ1 , σ2, σ3

and the shape of the stress ellipsoid (R ׳) (Rechez, Z., 1987). From the definition of the parameter R ׳ (Fig
6), F – parameter is defined as follows:

                                   (Eq.2)min

max min

z H

H H

D D
F

D D






Where Dz  is the fractal dimension of spatial fracture distribution for vertical sampling, DHmax is the the
maximum horizontal fractal dimension and D Hmin is the minimum horizontal fractal dimension.

From the relationship between the stress ratio R ׳ (Anderson , 1951) and σHmax  (equivalent to σy) and D
Hmax (equivalent to Dx).  we can estimate stress field as is shown in the table 4.

In order to obtain the Dz, we have used a vertical 50-m-deep borehole(T5.BH.1) drilled by Qazvin- Rasht
highway project (section 3, 103+ 538 kilometer)(Pars Engineering Consulting Group, 2009). Fractures were
filtered according to criteria used for structural data resulting from surface analysis. Fractal dimension
calculated for the three maps are presented in table 4 Vertical fractal dimension for the principal structure map
(Dz = 0.803) is bigger than Miocene (Dz = 0.651) and Quaternary (Dz= 0.652).After comparing data obtained for
F and table 3, values suggest a triaxial extension pattern for the area under study. This pattern is incompatible
with the local stress regime for Quaternary, but it has a bit compatible with Miocene tensional regime that has
created Tarom intrusive mass in the southwest of study area.   The main reason for the Quaternary
incompatibility is anisotropy of rocks in the area and its effect on the creation of fractures in rocks and
different lithologies of rocks as well as the thickness of the alluvial around the Sefid Roud and Manjil Dam
Lake that probably has covered some faults. 

6. Discussion:
6.1. Dynamic Filtering of Structural Map:

Stress inversion produces a powerful tool to filter fracture maps of the area. Using ellipsoid parameters,
orientation of main horizontal stress (σHmax and σHmin) and stress ratio (R΄) makes it possible to distinguish between
fractures sets that are mechanically compatible with the different stress fields. We have also applied fracture
map at 1:100000 scale. It should be noted that these fractures were generated by different tectonics events
(Miocene and Quaternary).
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Fig. 5: Fitted ellipses of stress tensor orientation and fractal anisotropy orienation. Left: Miocene stress field,
σHmax oriented N-S and DHmax oriented in the same orientation ,too. Right: Pliocene-Quaternary stress
field with σHmax oriented in N30E direction. The DHmax has the same direction.

Fig. 6: Relationship between the stress tensor and the ellipsoid of the fractal anisotropy. From the stress ratio,
R´ and the F- parameter, it’s possible to establish a relationship between the ellipsoid of the fractal
anisotropy and the tectonics stress regime (This Figure is derived from (Perez- Lopez, R., 2005)).In
the case of the Roudbar area, stress inversion as fractal analysis shows a triaxial extension with R´

and F >1.

7.2. The Fractal Analysis of Fracture Maps:
Fracture analysis of the total fracture map, where fractures were generated in several tectonics stages, only

provides a measure of fractures geometric complexity without any relationship with the local tectonics
interpretation. Therefore, complete structural map was filtered according to the results of stress inversion, to
obtain a fractal dimension associated with fracture map. Since fracture map generated by tectonics stress field,
fractal dimension calculated for filtered maps show the geometric complexity resulting from Miocene and
Pliocene-Quaternary tectonics regimes in the region. In this case, Miocene stress field activated fractures which
were generally oriented at N-S, E-W and NE-SW while the recent event created fractures tending SWW-NEE,
and NWW-SEE. Fractal dimension calculated for Miocene (D0 = 1.09) is smaller than that of Pliocene-
Quaternary (D0=1.39). The values agree with the idea that recent tectonics stage (Miocene) has reactivated last
fractures and produced more complex fracture patterns.
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Table 2: Parameters of the ellipse adjustments from the polar plot (Fig. 4). DHmax is the maximum horizontal fractal dimension; DHmin

is the minimum horizontal fractal dimension.
Map D Hmax D Hmin Trend of D Hmax

Total map 0.531 0.404 090
Miocene map 0.335 0.0164 090
Pliocene- Quaternary map 0.2448 0.061 030

Table 3: Analogy Between the R´ parameter, the F factor and the tectonics stress field according to empirical relationship between
DHmax,(Dx),DHmin(Dy),Dz  and σHmax(σy), σHmin(σx) and σz (Dreved from).

Table 4: Values of the axes of the fractal ellipsoid for Miocene and Pliocene- Quaternary Fracture maps and tectonics regime obtained
from Table 3  

Tectonics event Dz D Hmax D Hmin F-Parameter Relation Tectonics regime

Miocene 0.7802 0.335 0.0164 2.39 Dz > Dx > Dy Triaxial extension
Quaternary 0.781 0.2448 0.061 3.91 Dz > Dx > Dy Triaxial extension

6.3 Fractal Anisotropy and Tectonics Stress Tensor:
In this work, fractal dimension was first calculated from Cantor's dust geometric set, drawn in different

directions with 10 – degree interval on fracture maps of 1:100000 scale, and using box-counting method.
Fractal anisotropy was then determined. Since fracture process and fragmentation is a consequence of stress
fields. It is possible to determine the relationship between anisotropy and fault pattern.(Turcotte, D.L., 1992)

A major goal of this study is to assess the validity of Cantor's dust set as an index value for the gap
between fracture and the relationship between fractal dimension and structural attributes of fracture patterns.
The study is also aimed at examining the effect of lithology and local tensions on the relationship between
calculated fractal dimensions in different directions for obtained dynamic maps.

Anisotropy was studied applying 1- D polar plot of fractal dimension. Points located around the center
are shaped like an ellipsoid (Fig.4). In addition, ellipse plot of fractal dimension tending σHmax  in the same plot
suggests that σHmax  and DHmax  are not necessarily perpendicular in the Quaternary time -Fig(4)- while Prez-
Lopez (2004) concluded from their studies that maximum fracture geometry complexity is perpendicular on
the σHmax  direction.

Not surprisingly, σHmax and DHmax can not be expected to be perpendicular in the study area in the
Quaternary tectonics regime regarding the considerable lithologic difference. On the other hand, a study on the
relationship between fractal ellipsoid and principal axes of stress tensors in different tectonics regimes and the
value of parameter F (equation 2) leads us to conclude that calculated parameter F does not represent the actual
local tectonics regime in cases where fractal anisotropy is determined for a vast area and on different
lithologies. This research obtained F values for Quaternary and Miocene tectonics regimes, 3.71 and 2.39
respectively. According to the table (3), the values show a triaxial extensional tectonics regime. It has
compatibility with Miocene tectonics regime regarding the intrusion of Tarom mass in the southwest of study
area, while it disagrees with the Quaternary tectonics regime as most faults acted differently in the area under
study. Even if local tectonics regimes, resulting from mutual effect of faults and also from earthquakes that
happened in the area like Manjil- Roudbar 1990 earthquake with strike- slip rupturing is considered local
tectonics regime can be transpressional and compressional, which is quite opposite with what is expected from
the calculated F value and triaxial extension for Quaternary time.

8. Conclusion:
Obtained fractal dimension from filtered maps and stress inversion results suggest geometric complexity

of the fracture pattern generated by mechanic fractures. This suggestion is not compatible with Paleostress
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obtained from the field when measurements are done in a vast area with different lithologies. 
It is possible to determine fractal anisotropy of spatial fracture distribution active in an area using 1-D

profiles, where the long axis of the ellipsoid will indicate the maximum horizontal fractal dimension(D Hmax)
and the short axis will represent the minimum horizontal fractal dimension  (D Hmin) .The results show that the
size of the area under study, local tectonics regimes and especially different lithologies as well as existing
anisotropy in stones , particularly metamorphic rocks, and faults covered by thick  and huge alluvial in the
center of the area(around the Manjil Dam Lake) all will make it impossible to expect an fixed and absolute
relationship between D Hmax and σHmax . Calculated F values for the area are more than 1. Plus, the present
tectonics regime and Miocene tectonics regime for the area produces (R΄> 1, σz > σy > σx) which it agrees only
for Miocene tectonics regime but disagrees with Quaternary tectonics regime  regarding some evident like ,field
studies and fault plane solution for earthquakes that happened in the study area.
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